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About This Book 

This IBM Series/ 1 Software Service Guide provides instructions to assist you in using ser
vices provided by the IBM Support Center and submitting an APAR. Use of the IBM Sup
port Center is restricted to customers in the United States. Customers in other locations 
should continue to use the existing support provided. 

The IBM Support Center will assist you in handling problems related to your system and 
will help you in preparing and in submitting an APAR (if needed). The APAR is designed 
to handle problem reporting for all IBM programs with Central Programming Services sup
port. 

If, after reading this guide, you have any additional questions regarding the IBM Series/ 1 
support services, contact the IBM Support Center. 

How this Guide is Organized 

Publications 

This Guide is organized in two chapters, as follows: 

• Chapter 1, Series/ 1 Software Support, explains the software support services provided 
by the IBM Support Center. This chapter answers the following questions: 

Who is eligible for service? 
What services are available? 
When is service available? 
How do you select the appropriate support? 
How do you identify the source of a problem? 
What are your responsibilities? 
How does the support center operate? 
How is your incoming call handled? 
How do IBM Series/ 1 software support personnel handle problems? 

• Chapter 2, AP AR Preparation, answers the following questions: 

Who may submit an AP AR? 
What requirements should be met ·when submitting an AP AR? 
When should you submit an AP AR? 
How do you complete the AP AR in step-by-step detail? 
What materials should you submit? 
Where do you send your AP AR? 

The prerequisite and related publications are the Series/ 1 manuals pertaining to your oper
ating system. These publications are listed in the preface of each related manual. 

For more specific information pertaining to problem analysis and reporting, ref er to the fol
lowin~ publications: 

• IBM Series/ 1 Rea/time Programming System Version 6: Problem Determination, 
SC34-0470 

• IBM Series/ 1 Event Driven Executive Problem Determination Guide, SC34-0439 
• IBM Field Engineering Programming System General (PSGIM) Information Manual, 

ZZ25-0511 
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Summary of Amendments 
for IBM Series/ 1 Software Service Guide, 
SC34-0099-7 

Change in Book Title: The title of this book, for
merly called the IBM Series/ 1 Authorized Program 
Analysis (APAR) User's Guide, was changed to 
reflect the scope and intent of the new software 
support strategy, as summarized in these amend
ments. 

Series/1 Software Support, Chapter 1: This 
chapter was added to explain the services provided 
for the IBM Series/ 1 Event-Driven Executive Ver
sion 4, the Realtime Programming System Version 6, 
and associated licensed programs. 

Summary of Amendments 

APAR Preparation, Chapter 2: This chapter, pre
viously called Chapter l, APAR Guide, was revised 
to update the AP AR procedures as they are affected 
by the new software support strategy. 

Summary of Amendments IX 
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Chapter 1. Series/1 Software Support 

IBM Series/ 1 software support comprises a variety of services designed to assist you in 
obtaining a high level of system availability for the Series/ 1 Event Driven Executive, the 
Series/ 1 Realtime Programming System, and supported licensed programs. The software 
support service is provided by the IBM Support Center. Other related services are provided 
by your Customer Service Representative, and your IBM Marketing Branch Office. 

To maximize the effectiveness of the support and make the best use of its services, you 
should understand: 

• Who is eligible for service 

• What services are available 

• When to call for service 

• How to select the appropriate support 

• What your responsibilities are 

• How the IBM Support Center operates. 

Who Is Eligible For Service? 

Software services are available to licensed users of currently supported IBM Series/ 1 soft
ware products. Event Driven Executive (EDX) Version 4, the Realtime Programming Sys
tem Version 6 and selected licensed programs will be supported. (To determine whether a 
specific product is currently supported, refer to the Programming System General Informa
tion Manual.) 
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What Services Are Available? 

Figure 1-1 lists the kinds of service you can expect from the support organizations. The ser
vices available through these facilities are summarized as follows: 

• The IBM Support Center helps you in resolving defect-related software problems asso
ciated with IBM products. 

• The IBM Marketing Branch Office provides general information and support pertaining 
to IBM program products. 

• The Customer Service Representative provides information and support pertaining to 
IBM hardware. 

IBM Support Center IBM Marketing Customer Service 
Branch Office Representative 

Problem Source ldentifica- Hardware and software Hardware installation 
tiont installation planningt planningt 

Problem diagnosist Education Hardware related prob-

AP AR preparation and sub- Ordering assistance 
I ems 

missiont 
Performance guidance 

Problem determination 1 

Temporary 
Conversion planning 

bypass/ circumvention 1 

Problem and AP AR status 
Operations guidance 

Corrective service 
Modification guidance 

Program Temporary Fix 
Products not on central 

(PTF) and preventive service 
service 

information 

Figure 1-1. Summary of Series/1 Support Services 

If your installation includes the communications equipment required to enable a Remote 
Support Link, the following additional services are provided: 

• Remote diagnosis using operator facilities, error logs, and problem determination tools. 

• Transmission of AP AR documentation from your location to the IBM central service 
location. 

• Transmission of AP AR fixes to your system, if required. 

(For more information on the requirements for a Remote Support Link, call the IBM Sup
port Center.) 

Assistance only. 
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When Is Service Available? 

The IBM Support Center is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week, for problem 
reporting, problem management and status information. Support for problem correction 
and/ or circumvention is provided in callback mode from 8:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Eastern 
time, Monday through Friday (except national holidays). 

How Do You Select the Appropriate Support? 

To provide prompt and accurate advice to you, IBM depends on you to carefully identify 
the kind of service you need, and in the case of a programming problem, the problem 
source. Answer the questions in Figure 1-2 to determine the type of service you need and 
the type of support that is available to assist you. 

Call the IBM 
Support Center. 
1-800-237-5511 

No Contact your IBM 
Marketing Branch 
Office. 

Other 
Refer problems to 
internal resources >---------.• or appropriate 
vendors. 

Hardware Contact your IBM 
>--------~• Customer Service 

Representative. 

Figure 1-2. How to Select Support Available 
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What Are Your Responsibilities? 

The IBM service requires that you remain responsible for the following: 

• Problem Determination - an assessment as to whether a problem is caused by hardware 
or software. The Customer Service Representative will help you if necessary. 

• Problem Source Identification - assessment as to where in your software the problem 
exists. This process begins only after you have determined that the source of the prob
lem is in the software. The IBM Support Center will help you if necessary. 

• Severities - the impact that a problem has on your operation. 

• Information Feedback - You may be asked to supply data and information that is 
available at your location; respond to suggestions or questions pertaining to problem 
resolution, such as applying a fix and relating the results. 

• Documentation - You may be asked to submit documentation by mail or via the 
Remote Support Link. 

Security /Integrity - User management is responsible for evaluating security and integrity 
requirements for data and software resident in the system, prior to allowing IBM access via 
the Remote Support Link. Every precaution will be taken by IBM to insure the integrity of 
user data and software, but IBM assumes no responsibility in this regard. 

How Do You Identify Problem Source? 

Once you detect a software problem, try to identify the source of your problem by follow
ing the procedures outlined in the Problem Determination book for your operating system. 
The procedure for pro~lem source identification is basically the same for all problems. You 
begin by gathering enough information so that a meaningful search can be made against the 
problem to determine whether it (or a similar problem) has already been reported to the 
IBM Support Center. Statistically, the problem is likely to have occurred previously. If that 
is the case, the symptoms you report will lead to the known solution sooner. 

• Observe all the symptoms - error messages, abnormal end-of-job, loops, wait state, 
program check, or incorrect output. 

• Make a note of all special conditions associated with the failure; for example, these 
conditions may have a bearing on the failure: 

A new job running 
A recent system generation 
A change in system configuration 
A new procedure being used 
Any changes made since the last successful run. 

• Document the symptoms and conditions you observed. 

If you are unable to identify the problem source, the IBM Support Center will help you 
determine which component is failing and assist you in getting the necessary documentation 
to resolve the problem. 
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How the IBM Support Center Operates 

The IBM Support Center operations are shown in Figure 1-3. When you call the center, you 
first contact the customer service coordinator; depending on your specific needs, your call is 
routed to the most appropriate person available to assist you. 

lncomi 
Call 

4 

~I 

ng 

~ 
CUSTOMER SERVIC~ 
COORDINATOR 

~ Access code 
verification t---

. Opening problem 

. Call queueing ~ 

~ 

DUTY MANAGER 

. Unusual or unforeseen situations 

CONTROL DESK 

. Unusual calls (questions, etc.) 

. Inquiries about services 

. Concerns or complaints 

. Calls for Duty Manager 

STATUS DESK 

. APAR Status 

. PTF Status 

. Requeue of callers 

. Problem updating or closing 

. Changes in problem severity 

SERIES/1 SOFTWARE SUPPORlt 

. Severity level determination2 

. Problem Source ldentification2 

. Data base search 

. Corrective service and/or 
circumvention identification 

. APAR submission 

. Problem resolution 

. Feedback recording 

. Problem status 

. Preventive service 

Figure 1-3. How the IBM Support Center Operates 

2 Assistance only. 
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How Is Your Incoming Call Handled? 

When the service coordinator answers your call, be prepared to supply the following: 

• Your name and phone number 

• acce~ code - a unique, confidential code that identifies your installation as an author
ized user of the IBM Support Center. This code is provided by your IBM Marketing 
Representative. 

• problem number (if available): 

If you are reporting a new problem, the customer service coordinator assigns a 
number. 

If your call pertains to an old problem (number assigned), the Customer Service 
Coordinator transfers your call to a Series/ 1 Support representative or to the Status 
Desk, as appropriate. 

• operating system - either the Event Driven Executive or Realtime Programming 
System. 

At this point, the customer service coordinator creates (or updates) a Problem Management 
Record (PMR). This PMR is then queued to a Series/I support representative who will 
return your call. The representative will require the following additional information: 

• proce~r type and serial number 

• failing component -the name of the functional part of the operating system that failed 
(for example utilities, text editor). 

• severity - the impact the problem has on your operation, according to the following: 

Severity 1 - unable to use system; critical impact on operations. 

Severity 2 - able to use program; operations severely impacted. 

Severity 3 - able to use program with some restrictions; no critical impact. 

Severity 4 - problem circumvented; little or no impact. 

How Do Series/1 Software Support Personnel Handle Problems 7 

The Series/ 1 software support personnel operate in call-back mode. After your call is 
queued for support, a representative responds with a call back to you. 

During the problem resolution process, your problem may be worked on by multiple repre
sentatives. This approach allows your problem to be directed to the most appropriate per
son at any given point during the diagnosis and resolution process. Redirection of problems 
is accomplished with the queueing process. When your problem is redirected, the represen
tative to whom the problem is queued will respond with a telephone call back to you. 
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While working on your problem, a representative may: 

• Ask you to gather additional data and/ or pedorm further problem analysis locally and 
then call back (reinstate the problem via the Customer Service Coordinator). 

• Request a Remote Support Link to diagnose the problem, transmit AP AR documenta-
tion from your location, or transmit a fix to your location. 

• Request feedback on fixes or circumvention supplied. 

The support center representative will maintain an on-going account of the problem 
progress in the problem management record. · 

When the representative feels that the problem is a new (previously unknown) defect in 
currently supported IBM software and sufficient documentation is available, an AP AR is 
created for you. You may be asked to mail in documentation in support of the AP AR. 
Optionally, you may prepare and mail a hard copy APAR. (Refer to ''Chapter 2, APAR 
Preparation," for instructions on how to prepare an APAR.) 

If the representative concludes that the problem: 

• Is caused by IBM hardware, you will be asked to contact your IBM Branch Office Cus
tomer Service Representative. 

• Requires marketing assistance, you will be referred to your IBM Marketing Branch 
Office. 

• Is caused by something that is in your realm of responsibility, you will receive an expla
nation and be asked for your concurrence in closing the problem. 
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Chapter 2. APAR Preparation 

The Authorized Program Analysis Report (AP AR) is designed to report program logic 
errors, documentation logic errors, or problems relating to program distribution (such as 
missing or wrong level modules). The IBM Support Center creates AP ARs electronically, 
when appropriate, during the problem resolution process. Optionally, AP ARs may be cre
ated and submitted on an APAR form, Gl50-0180, by authorized originators. (See the sec
tion Who Submits an APAR ?.) 

The AP AR is not used to report the following: 

• Comments, suggestions, or improvements. Use the Product Application and Support 
Requirement (PASR), form Z125-901l, and submit it through Systems Engineering or 
Marketing. 

• Documentation errors and inadequacies such as format, punctuation, spelling, or style. 
Use the Reader's Comment Forms included at the back of each publication for this 
purpose. 

• Product packaging, quality, or missing items on program orders received from the 
European Program Library (EPL) and Program Information Department (PID). 
Inform EPL/PID of any discrepancies. 

For each APAR submitted, IBM assigns an APAR number which must be referred to in any 
further communication regarding your program problem. 

Your AP AR is investigated using the modification level of the current program available 
from EPL/PID. For example, if your APAR is against Version 1Modification0 of a pro
gram and Version 1 Modification 1 is available from EPL/PID, Version 1 Modification 1 b 
used in an attempt to duplicate your reported problem. 

Your resolved APAR can result in one of the following actions: 

• Corrections to the IBM-supplied code or documentation. 
• Documentation of a currently undocumented restriction (temporary or permanent). 
• Notification that your problem was reported previously and is or will be corrected in the 

latest release level of the IBM-supplied program or documentation. 
• Notification that your problem is a result of incorrect usage, with an indication of what 

your problem is and where the correct procedure is documented. 
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IBM's goal is to answer APARs as quickly as possible on a severity basis. However, the 
length of time required to answer a specific AP AR varies depending on the complexity of 
the problem. Your IBM Support Center can tell you the status of a specific APAR. 

Who Submits an APAR? 

Authorized originators of an AP AR against the Series/ 1 licensed programs are the follow
ing: 

• IBM Support Center 

• Licensed users 
~ 

• IBM Customer Service Representatives 

• IBM System Engineers. 

What Are the APAR Requirements? 

The submitted AP AR must meet the following requirements: 

• It must be submitted by an authorized originator. 
• It must be submitted on the AP AR form, with all applicable sections filled in. 
• The form must be completed in English. 
• It must be submitted on unmodified code only. If you have made a modification to the 

code that prevents normal problem determination or causes other problems, you must 
remove the modification and attempt to recreate and document the problem using the 
unmodified IBM-supplied code. 

• The form must be accompanied with adequate supporting documentation and data to 
enable IBM to diagnose and/ or recreate the reported problem. 

• It must be submitted against a current release of a program version. 
• It must describe one problem per AP AR. 

Diskettes are returned automatically to the originator when the AP AR has been resolved. 
However, you must specifically request the return of supporting documentation (such as 
program listings). 

Note: You should be aware of the support material you submiL· Avoid using confidential 
technical data or programs which contain proprietary or sensitive information. Where pos
sible, use sample data that produces the same error symptoms. IBM accepts confidential 
and proprietary technical data and programs only through a written agreement, setting forth 
terms acceptable to the customer and IBM. 

If you want confidential treatment of financial and business data accompanying an AP AR, 
include a copy of the written agreement with your AP AR submission. Label customer 
material confidential (that is, stamp "confidential material" on the first page of a dump, list
ing, or other printed material, or on the label of a diskette or tape). 

Note: For information on how to obtain a written agreement, contact your Market
ing Branch Office. 

An APAR which does not meet the preceding requirements may be rejected or returned for 
additional information. In this case, you will receive notification explaining why the AP AR 
cannot be processed. 
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When Is an APAR Submitted? 

Submit an AP AR after you have performed the following: 

Discussed the problem with an IBM Support Center Representative. 

• Researched all currently available product Program Temporary Fix (PTF) cover letters. 

Applied available patches or PTFs. 

Exhausted the recommendations presented in the Problem Determination manuals. 

Consulted the Program Directory of the failing component to ensure that the product is 
still under Central Support. 

Completed problem determination and isolated the problem to a particular component 
of the system and believe the problem to be IBM's responsibility. Although isolation of 
the problem to a particular module or instruction may speed IBM's resolution of your 
problem, you need not analyze the problem to that depth in order to submit an AP AR. 

• Gathered sufficient supporting documentation from the system for inclusion with the 
APAR (see Section P under "How is an APAR Form Completed?"). 

How Is an APAR Fonn Completed? 

You can obtain the APAR form (G150-0180) from your local IBM representative or copy 
the AP AR form in the back of this document. If you elect to use copies of the included 
AP AR form, enter a unique number for identification purposes in the Preassigned AP AR 
Serial No. field (located at the upper right corner) on each AP AR you submit. 

Fill in only the following items on the AP AR form (see the sample in Figure 2-5 on page 
2-11). Type or print all information legibly. The circled letters on the sample APAR form 
correspond to the circled letters below: 

0 Customer Name 

Your full name 

0 Customer number 

Your identification number that IBM assigned to you. This number is included with 
each shipment from EPL/PID. 

8 Customer Mailing Address 

Your complete mailing address. 

G) IBM Representative Name and Address 

Complete this only if you wish all AP AR correspondence to be sent to your IBM 
representative instead of to you. 

O Severity 

The impact the problem has on your operation, according to the definitions supplied 
under "How Is Your Incoming Call Handled?" on page 1-6. 

0 Hardware Configuration 

Type of processor, its storage size, and the I/O units for system residence, system 
input, and system output (for example, 4955, 64K, 4962, 4979, 4974). 
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O Program Identity and Change Level 

The licensed program order number and component (if applicable), its version and 
modification level and, if the failing program executes under control of an operating 
system, the level of that program. For example, if Version 1Modification0 of 
QUERY (5719-XRl) fails while executing under control of the Event Driven Exec
utive (5719-XS3), this area should read: 

COMPONENT OR PROGRAM IN ERROR/SUSPECTED 

Com onent ID Number 
Component 
Level 

5719-XS3(P08)PT 
Diskette Level 

5 7 1 9 x R 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 

Both Realtime Programming System and Event Driven Executive (EDX) users 
should indicate the PTF level applied to their system (for example, P08), as shown 
in the above example. 

0 Material Submitted 

Provide supporting documentation so that IBM can recreate and analyze the condi
tion. Submit any items you used to arrive at your diagnosis that you feel will help to 
evaluate the problem. Be sure to include everything necessary to recreate or demon
strate the problem. (See "What Materials Should You Submit?" on page 2-9 for 
additional information.) 

0 Symptom Code and 0 Failure Keyword 

Select the symptom code and keyword from Figure 2-1 that best describes the 
external symptom. Enter this symptom code in O and enter the failure keyword 
(left-justified) in Q. If more than one symptom applies, enter the additional failure 
keyword(s) in G (Error Description Text). 

O Abstract 
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From Figure 2-2 on page 2-6, Figure 2-3 on page 2-7, and Figure 2-4 on page 2-8, 
select a keyword to define the failure. Separate the keywords with a dash (never 
with a slash). 

Use only the keywords from the tables in the following sequence: 

• Component (from Figure 2-2) 
• Activity (from Figure 2-3) 
• 1/0 device (from Figure 2-4) 

Note: If you cannot provide a keyword from a column, omit the keyword 
but do not leave blank spaces - continue with the next field 

After the keywords in Q, enter an abstract that describes the external symptoms 
and summarizes the problem. The abstract in O is limited to 66 characters, so be 
sure to insert only one character, blank, or space in each block. 
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Symptom Failure 
Code Keyword Explanation 

AB ABEND Abnormal termination of a task, no error message. 

AB ABENDxxxx Abnormal termination of a task (xxxx= completion 
code). 

AB PROGCK Program check. 

DD DOC Documentation error that caused program to fail. 

HL STOPxx Stop (xx= number of stop 01 to FF). 

IN INCORROUT Incorrect output, exclusive of performance degradation. 

LP LOOP Loop. 

MC MACH CK Machine check. 

MS MSGxxx Message, error, or other (xxx= 1 to 8 digits). 

PE PTFERR PTF error 

PR PERF Performance degradation. 

ws WAIT Wait condition - undocumented. 

ws WAITxx System wait condition (xx=Ol to FF) 

Figure 2-1. Symptom Code and Failure Keywords 

CD Re-IPL Required 

If you must re-IPL to recover from the problem, check this box. 

Regression 

Check this box if the problem is in an area that was operating without error before 
the installation of a maintenance release, a news bulletin patch, or a PTF. 

0 Error description 

Completely describe the problem, including the operating environment and the 
sequence of commands and operations required to produce the failure. Identify any 
bypass or circumvention. Provide enough information to allow IBM to recreate the 
problem. 

G Submitter's Name and Signature 

Print your name; then sign below. 

O Pre-screening 

A support representative will provide you with the content of this field, if required. 
If you have not discussed the AP AR with a support representative, leave this field 
blank. 

0 APAR Submitted 

The date the APAR is submitted. 
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Component Explanation 

APBLD Application builder (Realtime Programming System) 

CLF Command language facility (Realtime Programming System) 

COBOL Cobol 

COMM Communications 

DMGMT Data or device management 

EDITlN EDX text editor 

EDXASM EDX assembler 

EDXLINK EDX linkage editor #2 

FICHEt Microfiche 

FLTEM Floating point emulator 

FORT Fortran 

FSEDIT EDX or Realtime Programming System full screen editor 

GEN General (when no other keyword is descriptive) 

IAM Indexed access method 

JSP Job Stream Processor (Realtime Programming System) 

LINK EDX linkage editor #1 

MACP Macro preprocessor 

MASM Macro assembler 

MTM Multiple terminal manager 

PAS Pascal 

PLI PL/I 

PRPQ Programming request for price quotation 

RJE Remote Job Entry 

SORT Sort/Merge 

SPOOL Disk spooling 

SRV Systems reference library manual 

SUBR Subroutine 

SUPVR Supervisor I resident monitor 

TAPE Tape 

TX TED Text editor (Realtime Programming System) 

UPD EDX update 

UTIL Any EDX or Realtime Programming System utility 

Figure 2-2. Component Keywords 

Use with DOC keyword only. 
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Activity Explanation 

ASSY Assembly I processing assembler source statements 

BUILD Building a task set 

CMPL Compile 

EDIT Edit 

ERP Error recovery procedure 

EXEC Execute 

FMT Format 

form num Form number of the System Reference Library manual 

GEN General activity (when no other keyword is descriptive) 

INIT Initialize 

IPL Initial program load 

LINK Linking modules 

LOAD Load 

order num Order number of the microfiche 

PATCHERR Patch error 

RELOAD Reload 

RSTRT Restart 

RW Rewind 

SYSGEN System generation 

TRACE Trace 

Figure 2-3. Activity Keywords 
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1/0 device Explanation 

ACCA Asynchronous I/ 0 attachment 

CONSOLE Console panel switches, for example 

DISK Disk 

DISKET Diskette 

DISP Display 

FLT Floating Point Feature 

FPMLA Feature Programmable Multi Line Attachment 

INTGDIDO Integrated Digital Input/Digital Output 

LCC Local Communications Controller 

MFA Multi-Function Attachment 

OEM Other Equipment Manufacturer 

PRINT Printer 

PROC Process 1/0 

RPQ RPQ device not identifiable by device number 

SlSl Series/ 1 to Series/ 1 attachment 

TAPE Tape 

TIMER Timer 

TPASC Teleprocessing asynchronous mode 

TPBSC Teleprocessing binary mode 

TPSDLC Synchronous Data Link Control 

TTYATCH Teletypewriter attachment 

xx xx The number of the device (4966, 4978) 

Figure 2-4. I/ 0 Device Keywords 
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What Materials Should You Submit? 

Submit a list of the exact steps to load, execute, and examine the reported problem. (That 
is, list the utilities and commands used. Make a note of or print the screen responses). For 
all AP ARs, include as many of the following as possible: 

• A copy of the system task set on diskette(s). 

• A console printout (or hand-written/typed description) showing the sequence of events 
leading to the failure. 

• Sample input and/ or output data. 

• A description of any modifications to any component of the EDX or Realtime Pro
gramming System, or any other IBM licensed program(s) used for the application. (See 
"What Are the AP AR Requirements?" on page 2-2 for information on labeling user 
confidential material.) 

• Copies of the appropriate user programs and data files on diskette(s) along with source 
listings, control statements, application build, or link-edit maps. 

• A copy, on diskette, of all non-IBM modules used in the sy.stem generation. 

• If a data file was destroyed, send a copy of the good file and a copy of the destroyed 
file. 

• If the failing program is large and complex, reduce the problem to a small test case (if 
possible) to expedite analysis and correction. 

• For terminal related problems, list the following: 

Terminal definitions 
Type of terminal 
Switch settings (when applicable) 
Type of adapter 
Type of interface. 

• A description of any circumvention or bypass found. 

Obviously, not all of the above or following items apply to all APARs. Enclose enough 
supporting documentation with the AP AR to enable IBM to recreate the reported problem. 

For Realtime Programming System -APAR Support Documentation 

In addition to the material listed for all AP ARs, include the following for Realtime Pro
gramming System: 

• Stand-alone storage to diskette dumps. 

Note: The dump program uses some system registers and the first 256 bytes of 
storage. If you feel that this information is pertinent for the AP AR, refer to the 
Rea/time Programming System Problem Determination section "Take a 
Stand-Alone Dump'' for information on how to supply IBM with this data. 

• Abnormal end (ABEND) dumps {printout or diskette). 

If either of the above dumps is for a customized system, you must include one of the follow
ing with the dump: 

• A REPORT,TSRT from the customized system task set. 
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The application build map of the customized system. 

Also include the following: 

• A listing of your PTF Log data set(s) 

• System generation output listings, if you are reporting a problem during system 
customization 

• A REPORT,LISTLOG of the system error log data set 

• Any trace output (SVC, 1/0, ICF), when applicable. 

For Event Driven Executive-APAR Support Documentation 

In addition to the material listed for all AP ARs, include the following for Event Driven 
Executive: 

• Trap dumps 

• Stand-alone storage to diskette dumps. 

A stand-alone or trap dump requires the following: 

• A copy of the LINK MAP of the system 

A copy of $EDXDEFs 

• A copy of LINKCNTL 

• A list of PTFs currently applied to the operating system and the program product 

The error log. 

Where Do You Send an APAR? 

To find the mailing address for AP ARs, consult the appropriate Program Directory under 
"APAR Procedures," or check with the IBM Support Center for this information. Also, you 
may refer to the IBM Field Engineering PSGIM handbook under the co·mponent identifica
tion section. 
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APAR Preassigned APAR Serial No. 

Authorized Program Analysis Report GD PROBLEM NUMBER 

@-cus T<)M~R NAME ____ .. ·------------

---·-· _ ~ ~ Z __ ~ C?_M--'-P~A-=-o....N___,_____.__-'--'--'-'~~~;-,.,---
i::u~ .... qER MAILING ADDRESS L OPERATING 

4 

ENVlllONMENT 

@ 

MAILING ADDRESS 

STORAGE MAP 
-------------------==-;::==--,,.,.--~j!""'-~ 

®--- FE REGION 

G ITPS CODE 

TAPE DUMP 

DASD OUMP/Q 

~~:~~ p..F..,___~---'-=---=---"'~-=JP11o. 'tl.1----""""":::""I. SOURCE DECK/TAPE 

OBJECT DECKITAPE 

PROGRAM LISTING 

I 01.skt:TTc 

co Bo L 
C.o MP I 

CONSOLE LOG 

CONSOLE CONDITIONS 

SYSTEM LOG 

SYSTEM OUTPUT 

TEST DATA 

DIAGNOSTIC OUTPUT 

PTF UST 

USER'S ROUTINE 

@ Error description text-Note variations between expected iind actual output-differences from previous successf111 runs-sus
P•!Cted problem area-verify EC level as adequate for program (PSMl-special conliquration. teleprocessing, 110 switching. multi· 
systems. etc Identify any bypass. circumvention. or relief given PRINT PROGRAM NAME: 

j)_S/NCr ..5719-.CflS:AND S7fi-Ct31J;) Tll=/5 Col3oL STATEME-N.T 

''Wt(ITE=o_ PRtNTLLN/;' FtqoM DETAIL I AFT!:~ cjJ LINE 
11

, 

CAUSE'S THE' P~INTE"R. To 
PR IN I IN c,., THl.S C6 BoL 

A OVANCc I L /Ne 13£Fo ~ J: 

.STATEMENT ''DISPLAY~ ''• // 
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® SUBMIT-T(-R'-S-NA_M_( _(P-RIN_T_O_R_TY_P_Fl ______________ .,..@.....,xx-Gs_g_~~-J-iM-E"'"©-A-PA_R_S_UB-M~ln_E_D_~--oR'iGIN-AT-Ofl7s ____ --

t,J 0 H N 0 0 E HOURS MINUTES MO DAY YR FE OP CUST OTHER 

-;~"""uB"7M=1n-;-::1•-=-s =s1G=NA=Tu=RE~-(/.,.~"£4.,.L.......l<-=~::::__ _ __:.0-""'---"'~_::::;___~2e .. .'23 -i 3 
PAG._E _ _,,_/ __ OF___.(.___ __ 

OISTRIAUTION 

PARTS I ~ ~ APAR PROCESSING PART .1 ORIGINATOR: PART 4-APAR PROrfSSINGtOR AS DIRECTED IN PSM GfN NO 4 

Figure 2-5. Sample of Completed APAR Form 

Note: 

If you require more space to adequately describe a problem, use another AP AR form or any 
separate paper. Make sure you reference your preassigned number. 
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--- - APAR Preassigned APAR Serial No. ----= = ==--= =s:=:=~= Authorized Program Analysis Report Q) PROBLEM NUMBER APAR IDENTITY NUMBER 
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SUBMITIER'S SIGNATURE DATE 

DISTRIBtlTION 
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READER'S 
COMMENT 
FORM. 

This manual is part of a library that serves as a reference source for systems analysts, programmers, and 
operators of IBM systems. You may use this form to communicate your comments about this publication, 
its organization, or subject matter, with the understan"ding that IBM may use or distribute whatever 
information you supply in any way it believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you. 
Your comments will be sent to the author's department for whatever review and action, if any, arc deemed 
appropriate. 

Note: Copies of I BllJ publications are not stocked at the location to ivhiclz this form is addressed. 
Please direct any requests for copies of publications, or for assistance in using your IBM system, to 
your IBM representative or to the IBM branch office serving your locality. 

Thank you for your cooperation. No postage stamp necessary if mailed in the U.S.A. (Elsewhere, an IBM 
office or representative will be happy to forward your comments or you may mail directly to the address 
in the Edition Notice on the back of the title page.) 
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